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Motivation
• There are some systems in condensed matter physics that has resisted a 

coherent theoretical description for a long time, and despite intense effort.


• The unifying feature of these systems is that they contain strongly 
correlated electrons. 


• One prominent example is the normal, i.e. non-superconducting, phase of 
high temperature superconductors.


• Discovered experimentally 1986 (Nobel Prize in Physics 1987!), but still no 
satisfactory theoretical explanation. 


• This is an example of a ‘strange metal’ phase, which exhibits conduction 
of both heat and charge currents, but in a fundamentally different way to 
ordinary metals.  



Linear in T resistivity
• The strange metal phase exhibits a linear in T 

resistivity over a large temperature range.


• NB: Extrapolation to zero resistivity at T=0!


• Why is this ‘strange’?


• There are so many temperature dependent 
phenomena usually affecting electron transport, 
e.g. scattering on impurities or phonons.


• For ordinary metals the resistivity is strongly 
temperature dependent.


• Bob Laughlin: A simple behaviour must follow 
from a simple principle.  

Giraldo-Gallo et al., Science (2018)



No quasi-particles?!
• ARPES experiments show that there are no quasi-

particle states above the ground state.


• Observed violations to the Mott-Ioffe-Regel limit 
on quasi-particle transport.


• Why no quasi-particles?


• Strong interactions lead to a mean free path of 
the same size as the extension of the wave 
packet of an electron. 


• The quasi-particle concept includes the 
requirement of being ‘long-lived’.


• Can not use the standard Landau quasi-particle 
framework, a new theoretical framework is 
needed → holographic duality?

Hartnoll, Nature (2014)





The Planckian time
• This is not the Planck time in gravitational physics!


• Fundamental time scale in quantum systems at finite temperature.


• 𝜏 ~ ℏ/(kB T)


• Sets a lower bound on a quantum system to reach thermal 
equilibrium (infinite system when T → 0).


• No system violating this bound has been found.


• Strange metals seems to be saturating the bound.


• Have we found Laughlin’s ‘simple’ explanation?



• In Fermi liquids the thermo-electrical diffusivities obey  
                                     D ~ vF2 𝜏mft 


• But in a system without quasi-particles it is not clear that 
either vF or 𝜏p can be defined.


• Conjecture:     D ~ vB2 𝜏L ,  
where vB is the ‘butterfly velocity’ (the speed at which 
chaos propagates) and 𝜏L  the Lyapunov time (the rate at 
which chaotic effects grow). 


• Chaos parameters defined in terms of OTOCs 
 
            ⟨-[A(t,x), A(0,0)]2⟩ ~ e(t-x vB)/𝜏

L


• Strict lower bound 𝜏L ≥ ℏ/(2π kB T)


• Strange metals are ‘maximally chaotic’!


• vB governs the spread of entanglement/correlation.

Quantum chaos



The nature of the ground state
• Why doesn’t the Planckian time rule all 

quantum systems?


• And why don’t we need entanglement to 
accurately describe most condensed 
matter phenomena?


• Short range entangled (SRE) product state. 


• The physics become effectively classical 
with small quantum corrections.


• Quasi-particles appear in the spectrum 
since we can add states without disturbing 
the whole system.



Dense long-range entanglement
• Let instead the ground state be an arbitrary linear combination of all 

the states in the quantum Hilbert space.


• Results in entanglement on all length scales, and between all 
particles.


• Not possible to add localised, long-lived, quasi-particles. 


• The mechanism behind the rapid thermalisation is the dense long-
range entanglement.


• To 1g of matter we can assign 1023 qubits.


• Simulating (the grounds state of) this system requires a quantum 
computer.


• Conversely, it can potentially be used as an analogue quantum 
computer for certain questions. 


• Any computational handle?


• Eigenstate thermalisation hypothesis (ETH) and holographic duality.


• A fundamentally novel state of matter, extremely entangled 
quantum matter (or ultra quantum matter, or quantum supreme 
matter).



Quark-gluon plasma
• State of matter obtained by melting the 

atomic nucleus into its constituent 
quarks and gluons.


• Obtained by colliding gold or lead nuclei.


• Reaches local equilibrium (thermalises) 
in the time it takes for a quark to travel 
the distance of one proton radius  


• Behaves as an (almost) perfect liquid 
exhibiting a very low ‘minimal’ viscosity! 

• Requires very large and expensive 
accelerators to study.



Colliding black holes

LIGO
September 14, 2015

The ring-down time (8πGM/c3) ~ 8ms, which essentially equals the Planckian time!



Cold atoms

• Anomalously low viscosity has 
been measured, similar to the 
almost ‘perfect liquid’ property 
of the quark-gluon plasma.


• Believed to be a result of 
Planckian dissipation.



Holographic duality



Holographic duality - summary
• Virtual black holes in one extra 

dimension are used to model systems 
without quasi-particles.


• T set by the Hawking temperature


• Chemical potential and charge density 
set by the charge of the black hole.


• Dissipative properties set by the black 
hole horizon.


• Leads to universal Planckian 
dissipation and a minimal value for the 
shear viscosity over entropy ratio η/s.



The information paradox

• What happens to the 
information/entropy when 
objects are thrown into a black 
hole?


• 2nd law of thermodynamics


• S = A/4 ! 
(Bekenstein & Hawking ’72) 



The world as a hologram

• One bit of information per 
Planck area


• Everything inside the BH can 
be described by information 
on the enclosing area


• But we could be inside a (big) 
black hole?!



The holographic 
correspondence

• First explicit example using string theory 

• Field theory on the boundary, string 
theory, in the bulk 

• Radial direction = energy scale 

• Relies on universality 

• Strong/weak correspondence! 

• Boundary is scale invariant



Anti-de Sitter space

• One of three maximally 
symmetric spaces


• Homogenous & isotropic


• String theory/gravity in the 
bulk


• Field theory on the 
boundary



Quantum criticality

• Quantum critical points: 
continuous phase transition at 
T=0


• Scale invariant physics at the 
critical point


•  Lead to a strongly coupled 
quantum critical region of the 
phase diagram


• The aim is to study this region

Quantum criticality

• Quantum critical points: continuous phase transitions at T = 0.

• Lead to a strongly coupled quantum critical region of phase diagram:

Sean Hartnoll (Harvard) AdS/CMT Jan. 09 – CERN 7 / 29



What is strange about 
strange metals?

• Ordinary metals:  
- Weakly interacting 

gas of electrons 
- Electrons move 

ballistically between 
impurities 

- Resistivity ρ ~ T2

• Strange metals 

- Strongly interacting liquid 
without quasiparticles 

- Flows around impurities 

- Resistivity ρ ~ T

• Perfect system to study using holography!



Ordinary metals Strange metals
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Graphene



The Dirac fluid in graphene
• New type of strange metal observed in 2015 

• Occurs in neutral, ultra clean samples of graphene 

• Relativistic plasma of strongly interacting electron-hole 
pairs 

• Liquid-like flow - quantum analogue of water! 

• Successfully modelled using string theory inspired 
hydrodynamical models
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Electrons and holes in clean, charge-neutral graphene behave like a strongly coupled rel-

ativistic liquid. The thermo-electric transport properties of the interacting Dirac quasi-

particles are rather special, being constrained by an emergent Lorentz covariance at hy-

drodynamic frequency scales. At small carrier density and high temperatures, graphene

exhibits signatures of a quantum critical system with an inelastic scattering rate set only

by temperature, a conductivity with a nearly universal value, solely due to electron-hole

friction, and a very low viscosity. In this regime one finds pronounced deviations from

standard Fermi liquid behavior. These results, obtained by Boltzmann transport theory

at weak electron-electron coupling, are fully consistent with the predictions of relativistic

hydrodynamics. Interestingly, very analogous behavior is found in certain strongly cou-

pled relativistic liquids, which can be analyzed exactly via the AdS-CFT correspondence,

and which had helped identifying and establishing the peculiar properties of graphene.

Keywords: Graphene, relativistic hydrodynamics, viscosity, perfect liquids, AdS-CFT

1. Graphene - a strongly coupled, relativistic electron-hole plasma

Single layer graphene is a zero-gap semiconductor whose low energy quasiparticles
obey the massless Dirac equation [1–3]. At charge neutrality, the Fermi surface re-
duces to two inequivalent Fermi points, forming a non-analyticity in the density of
states, which can be viewed as a rather simple quantum critical point [4]. On top
of that, however, as a consequence of the linear dispersion of the 2d quasiparti-
cles Coulomb interactions are unusually strong. They are only marginally irrelevant
under renormalization, flowing only logarithmically to zero with decreasing tem-
perature T , see [5]. This is reflected, e.g., in the inelastic scattering rate being
proportional to !2T (kB = ! = 1), where ! = e2/"vF is the (slowly running)



Graphene - “a metal that behaves like water”

ScienceDaily, February 11, 2016



The Dirac fluid in graphene

J. Crossno et al., Science 10.1126/science.aad0343 (2016)  
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Graphene� hosts� a� unique� electron� system� that� due� to� weak� electronͲphonon� scattering� allows�
micrometerͲscale� ballistic� transport� even� at� room� temperature� whereas� the� local� equilibrium� is�
provided�by� frequent�electronͲelectron�collisions.�Under�these�conditions,�electrons�can�behave�as�a�
viscous� liquid� and� exhibit� hydrodynamic� phenomena� similar� to� classical� liquids.� Here� we� report�
unambiguous�evidence� for� this� longͲsought� transport�regime.� In�particular,�doped�graphene�exhibits�
an� anomalous� (negative)� voltage� drop� near� current� injection� contacts,� which� is� attributed� to� the�
formation�of�submicrometerͲsize�whirlpools�in�the�electron�flow.�The�viscosity�of�graphene’s�electron�
liquid�is�found�to�be�an�order�of�magnitude�larger�than�that�of�honey,�in�quantitative�agreement�with�
manyͲbody�theory.�Our�work�shows�a�possibility�to�study�electron�hydrodynamics�using�high�quality�
graphene.� �

�
�

Collective� behavior� of�manyͲparticle� systems� that� undergo� frequent� interͲparticle� collisions� has� been�
studied�for�more�than�two�centuries�and�is�routinely�described�by�the�theory�of�hydrodynamics�[1,2].�The�
theory� relies� only� on� the� conservation� of�mass,�momentum� and� energy� and� is� highly� successful� in�
explaining� the�response�of�classical�gases�and� liquids� to�external�perturbations�varying�slowly� in�space�
and� time.� More� recently,� it� has� been� shown� that� hydrodynamics� can� also� be� applied� to� strongly�
interacting�quantum�systems�including�ultraͲhot�nuclear�matter�and�ultraͲcold�atomic�Fermi�gases�in�the�
unitarity�limit�[3Ͳ6].� �

In�principle,�the�hydrodynamic�approach�can�also�be�employed�to�describe�manyͲelectron�phenomena�in�
condensed�matter�physics�[7Ͳ13].�The�theory�becomes�applicable�if�electronͲelectron�scattering�provides�
the� shortest� spatial� scale� in� the� problem� such� that� κee ا ܹǡ κ� where� κee� is� the� electronͲelectron�
scattering�length,�ܹ� the�sample�size,� κ ؠ �߬ݒ the�mean�free�path,� �ݒ the�Fermi�velocity,�and� ߬� the�
mean�free�time�with�respect�to�momentumͲnonͲconserving�collisions�such�as�those�involving�impurities,�
phonons,�etc.�The�above� inequalities�are�difficult�to�meet�experimentally.� Indeed,�at� low�temperatures�
(ܶ)� κee � varies� approximately� as� ן ܶିଶ � reaching� a� micrometer� scale� below� a� few� K� [14],� which�

Strange metal in graphene
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�
Figure�1.�Viscous�backflow�in�doped�graphene.�(a,b)�SteadyͲstate�distribution�of�current�injected�through�
a�narrow�slit�for�a�classical�conducting�medium�with�zero� �ߥ (a)�and�a�viscous�Fermi�liquid�(b).�(c)�Optical�
micrograph�of�one�of�our�SLG�devices.�The�schematic�explains� the�measurement�geometry� for�vicinity�
resistance.� (d,e)� Longitudinal� conductivity� �௫௫ߪ and� ܴ� for� this�device�as�a� function�of� ݊� induced�by�
applying�gate�voltage.� ܫ ൌ ͲǤ͵�PA;� ܮ ൌ ͳ�Pm.�For�more�detail,�see�Supplementary�Information.� �

To� elucidate� hydrodynamics� effects,�we� employed� the� geometry� shown� in� Fig.� 1c.� In� this� case,� ��isܫ
injected�through�a�narrow�constriction�into�the�graphene�bulk,�and�the�voltage�drop� ܸ� is�measured�at�
the�nearby�side�contacts�located�only�at�the�distance� �ͳ̱ܮ Pm�away�from�the� injection�point.�This�can�
be�considered�as�nonlocal�measurements,�although�stray�currents�are�not�exponentially�small� [24].�To�
distinguish�from�the�proper�nonlocal�geometry�[24],�we�refer�to�the�linearͲresponse�signal�measured�in�
our� geometry� as� “vicinity� resistance”,� ܴ ൌ ܸȀܫ.� The� idea� is� that,� in� the� case� of� a� viscous� flow,�
whirlpools�emerge�as�shown� in�Fig.�1b,�and� their�appearance�can� then�be�detected�as�sign�reversal�of�

ܸ,�which� is�positive�for�the�conventional�current� flow�(Fig.�1a)�and�negative�for�viscous�backflow� (Fig.�
1b).�Fig.�1e�shows�examples�of� ܴ� for� the�same�SLG�device�as� in�Fig.�1d,�and�other�devices�exhibited�
similar�behavior�(Supplementary�Fig.�1).�One�can�see�that,�away�from�the�charge�neutrality�point�(CNP),�
ܴ� is�indeed�negative�over�a�large�range�of� ܶ� and�that�the�conventional�behavior�is�recovered�at�room�
ܶ.� �

Figure�2�details�our�observations�further�by�showing�maps� ܴሺ݊ǡ ܶሻ� for�SLG�and�BLG.�Near�room� ܶ,�SLG�
devices�exhibited�positive� ܴ� that�evolved�qualitatively�similar� to� longitudinal� resistivity� ௫௫ߩ ൌ ͳȀߪ௫௫�
as�expected� for�a�classical�electron� system.� In�contrast,� ܴ� was� found�negative�over�a� large� range�of�
ܶ ൏ ʹͷͲ� K�and�for� ݊� away�from�the�CNP.�The�behavior�was�slightly�different�for�BLG�(Fig.�2b)�reflecting�
the�different�electronic�spectrum�but�again� ܴ� was�negative�over�a�large�range�of� ݊� and� ܶ.�Two�more�
ܴ� maps�are�provided� in�Supplementary�Figure�9.� In�total,�six�multiterminal�devices�were� investigated�
showing�the�vicinity�behavior�that�was�highly�reproducible�for�both�different�contacts�on�a�same�device�
and�different�devices,�although�we�note� that� the�electron�backflow�was�more�pronounced� for�devices�
with�highest� �ߤ and�lowest�charge�inhomogeneity.� �

Science 351, 1055 (2016)
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Holographic duality
Including formulae



Symmetries
• Scale invariance


• z is the dynamical critical exponent.


• Relativistic invariance implies z=1, but in non-relativistic condensed 
matter systems many other values of z appear.


• The minimal symmetry algebra we must have includes the operators  
 
 
where 

• Sometimes called the Lifshitz algebra. 

{Mij , Pk, H, D}

t! �z, x! �x .

[D,Mij ] = 0, [D,Pi] = iPi, [D,H] = izH .

t



Scale invariant geometries
• Can we realize the scale invariance and the other 

symmetries geometrically?


• Kachru et al. (’08) [boundary at r=0] 
 

• z=1 is               . 


• The extra radial dimension represents energy (c.f. RG-flow).


• From now on we will only consider z=1.

AdSd+1

ds2 = L2(�dt2

r2z
+

dxidxi

r2
+

dr2

r2
)



Finite temperature
• Most universal deformation: Temperature


• Adding a black hole introduces temperature through the 
Hawking radiation


• Ansatz for the geometry


• Only one nontrivial solution: The AdS Schwarzchild BH


• Two cases: T=0 and T    0.

ds2 = L2(�f(r)dt2

r2
+

g(r)dxidxi

r2
+

h(r)dr2

r2
)

6=



Chemical potential
• Want to be able to model electro-magnetic phenomena 

=> Einstein-Maxwell gravity


• This adds a U(1) gauge field       in the bulk.


• Now we need black holes with electromagnetic “hair”.


• This introduces a chemical potential in the boundary 
theory 
 
where 
 

A(0)t = µ

Aµ

Aµ(r) = A(0)µ + . . . as r ! 0 .



The correspondence
• How do we relate the bulk and the boundary theories?


• The (on-shell) partition functions in the bulk and boundary theories are 
the same!


• Operator in the field theory <=> dynamic field in the bulk


• The fields are expanded as 
 

•     is the scaling dimension of the dual operator.


• Boundary value of a field <=> source for a dual operator. 

�(r) =
⇣ r

L

⌘d��
�(0) + · · · as r � 0 .

�



An Example: Electrical 
conductivity

• From the partition function(s) we can compute Green 
functions defining electrical and thermal conductivities.


• Near the boundary we have 

• A short computation yields 
 

•             is determined in terms of             by solving the field 
equations and imposing boundary conditions at the horizon. 

�Ax = �Ax(0) +
r

L
�Ax(1) + · · · as r � 0 .

⇥(⇤) =
�i

g2⇤

�Ax(1)

L�Ax(0)

�Ax(1) �Ax(0)



Transport properties



Comparison to graphene



Outlook 
• Experimental AdS/CFT: Engineer e.g. atoms in an optical 

lattice in order to study black holes


• Finite density fermi-systems


• Understand the mechanism of high Tc superconductivity in 
terms of black hole physics


• Tc is determined in the competition between the strange 
metal phase and the superconducting phase - important to 
understand both


• Can there be (pre-)turbulent phenomena on the nanoscale in 
graphene and cuprates?


